
Guide to Preparing 
Briefings

Based on Rand Corporation booklet 1996



Common Failings
• Failure to motivate the problem—people listen more intelligently if they know the 

significance of the material that is going to be presented.


• Failure to set up a structure for listening the audience should not have to devise a filing 
system to organize its listening.


• Inadequate structural signals—do not make audience devote attention capacity to 
trying to figure out where you are in the argument.


• Gaps in logic—briefers are often so close to the material that they omit essential 
connections, and the problem is accentuated by the fact that briefing material is 
presented in condensed form, in real time.


• Excessive detail—briefers are tempted to tell everything they know rather than only 
what is relevant to the briefing's central purpose.


• Poorly designed charts—charts that fail to convey information clearly and immediately 
are likely to confuse or bore the audience.
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Things to Do
• Let the audience's needs determine structure and content


• Use a top-down structure.


• Motivate the problem and establish structure.


• Make only one point in each slide.


• Replace word charts with (good) visuals.


• Think of each chart as a chunk of information.


• Prune word charts to remove unnecessary text.



Let Audience Needs Drive

• NOT what you know but what audience needs to know


• What do you want the audience TO DO after listening?


• What are their motivations?


• What are their biases?


• What do they already (think they) know?



Use Top Down Structure

• Pyramid


• Avoid chronological narrative


• Avoid “what we did” and “what methods we used”



Motivate Problem

• WHAT is the problem?


• WHY is it important (why should this audience think so?)



Establish Structure

• “The argument/presentation will unfold as follows…”



One Point/Slide

• Title should make the claim


• If you can’t identify one point, it’s not one slide….



Replace Word Charts with (good) Visuals

• Make yourself think about (good)



One Slide, One Info Chunk

• Know the “topic sentence” for each slide


• Know the ~3 points you want to make to elaborate


• Phrase the last thing you say as a transition



Prune Words

• Slide should be read by time your topic sentence is done


• Constrain yourself to single lines of text


• Do NOT reduce to mere tags


